
 

Have More, Get More 
Reliable PDC Spas Construction  

Air therapy for soft full body 
massage and oxygen rich                
natural healing benefits. 

Exclusive molded channel 
for reliable air therapy 
only at PDC Spas. 

Adjustable  
hydrotherapy  

Why would you ever settle for a 

hot tub model without this added              

feature? The full body air therapy 

experience completes the                

localized hydrotherapy jet action 

for a healing, soothing full body 

massage like no other. You have 

the choice to use one, the other 

or both! Choose any Luxury             

Series model with this feature 

standard and rest assured you 

are getting the best of the best!  

All Natural Benefits of Oxygen Therapy 

1.800.451.1420               www.pdcspas.com             spas@pdcspas.com  

Healthy and Exclusive, Oxygen Air Therapy. 

There is significant added manufacturing cost 

in building a spa with the air therapy feature 

and at PDC Spas, we go one step further to 

assure your hot tub delivers flawlessly for 

decades on end. Warmed air from inside            

the cabinet is forced through a fiberglass air 

channel integrated onto the spa shell. This 

assures a solid, leak-resistant method for the 

powerful 1.5HP air bubbler to force oxygen 

rich bubbles into the water, soothing your 

entire body. As many as 73 stainless air             

therapy jets can be found along the seat           

and lounge areas, attractive and perfectly                 

positioned for the ultimate massage. 

Completely natural, organic and a healthier you? That is what you can 

expect with the Air’assage feature at PDC Spas. Exclusive to this American 

manufacturer in construction and performance, this is an added benefit of 

hot tub ownership and one you should not be without! With Air’assage™, 

tiny oxygen-laden bubbles fill the hot tub delivering all the benefits of 

oxygen from boosting skin cell rejuvenation for a younger looking you to 

renewed energy levels, increased hydration, reduction of fine lines and 

wrinkles, increased skin elasticity, deep cleansing of pores, removal of 

impurities, and reduction of inflammation. 


